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 It's your world, your strategy. Drag, merge and organize pieces the way you want on the wide-open game board.nBecome the
merge master! New items always appear, . Decide on your strategy and be the merge master! Drag and merge pieces in a new

way, and make them fit your game board!nChoose different color to your puzzle board. Help the little Mario & Luigi with their
quests! Each level will challenge you in new ways! Solve puzzles, complete objectives, rescue the characters, and defeat

dangerous enemies.nThis new edition has a whole new game play with new items and new rules.nOne-tap to move and flip the
pieces.nDrag and merge the pieces to the right position.nPress the targets and move the pieces there.nDefeat the enemies and

collect the stars!nThe more stars you collect, the bigger the bonus when you are in a puzzle!nLevel 10 has a special
bonus.nCollect the blue items to earn bonuses.nPlay free now!nThis game has no ads.nPlease rate our game 5 stars.nRead in-app

message for more information.n This game requires an Internet connection to play.nThis app offers in-app purchases. To
remove this banner, get in-app product information by tapping Learn More button at the top of the screen, and slide Up on the

Ad banner at the bottom of the screen.nPowered by Coin Shop.nWe know that in-app purchases may be a source of conflict and
frustration for some users, and we are committed to finding ways to best resolve them in the future.nThis is not an offer to sell
or a solicitation to buy any product or service through this app. Welcome to the Mushroom Kingdom!nSmash the blocks and

guide Mario and Luigi through the dungeons.nComplete objectives and rescue their friends.nControl Mario and Luigi to rescue
the villagers and defeat the evil King Bowser.nIt's a whole new Mario Party!nYour goal in this adventure is to free the

Mushroom Kingdom from 82157476af
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